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ACT I Italy, 1836. Nemorino, a young villager, is trying 
to win the love of the beautiful farm owner Adina. He 
is disconcerted by the arrival of Sergeant Belcore, who 
immediately begins flirting with Adina and asks her 
to marry him. Dulcamara, a traveling purveyor of 
medicines, arrives in town advertising a magic cure-all 
potion. Nemorino uses all of his money to buy a love 
potion—in fact, a simple bottle of Bordeaux—that 
Dulcamara guarantees will win the lady’s heart within 
a day. Nemorino quickly downs the bottle and, feeling 
the effect of the “potion,” is so certain he will be irre-
sistible to Adina that he feigns indifference. Surprised 
and hurt by his behavior, Adina agrees to marry Belcore 
at once.

i n t e r m i s s i o n

ACT II At the pre-wedding feast, Adina refuses to sign 
the marriage contract as long as Nemorino is not 
present. He has decided that to speed the effects of 
the elixir he needs a second bottle, but without enough 
money, he enlists in Belcore’s regiment for a volunteer 
bonus. Meanwhile, the village girls have heard that 
Nemorino’s rich uncle has died and le� his nephew a 
fortune. Besieged by them, Nemorino interprets their 
interest as proof that the elixir is taking effect. Adina, 
realizing her true feelings, buys Nemorino’s contract 
from the army and confesses her love to him, and the 
two are happily united.
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    , Adina agrees to marry Belcore 

at once.
i n t e r m i s s i o n

ACT II At the pre-wedding feast, Adina refuses to sign 
the marriage contract as long as Nemorino is not 
present. He has decided that to speed the effects of 
the elixir he needs a second bottle, but without enough 
money, he enlists in Belcore’s regiment for a volunteer 
bonus. Meanwhile, the village girls have heard that 
Nemorino’s rich uncle has died and le� his nephew a 
fortune. Besieged by them, Nemorino interprets their 
interest as proof that the elixir is taking effect. Adina, 
realizing her true feelings, buys Nemorino’s contract 
from the army and confesses her love to him, and the 
two are happily united.

donizetti
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members get more

Show your love for  
The Met: Live in HD  
by becoming a member 
today! To join, visit 
metopera.org/hdmember 
or call 1.800.MET.OPERA. 
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ACT I Italy, 1836. Nemorino, a young villager, is trying 
to win the love of the beautiful farm owner Adina. He 
is disconcerted by the arrival of Sergeant Belcore, who 
immediately begins flirting with Adina and asks her 
to marry him. Dulcamara, a traveling purveyor of 
medicines, arrives in town advertising a magic cure-all 
potion. Nemorino uses all of his money to buy a love 
potion—in fact, a simple bottle of Bordeaux—that 
Dulcamara guarantees will win the lady’s heart within 
a day. Nemorino quickly downs the bottle and, feeling 
the effect of the “potion,” is so certain he will be irre-
sistible to Adina that he feigns indifference. Surprised 
and hurt by his behavior, Adina agrees to marry Belcore 
at once.

i n t e r m i s s i o n

ACT II At the pre-wedding feast, Adina refuses to sign 
the marriage contract as long as Nemorino is not 
present. He has decided that to speed the effects of 
the elixir he needs a second bottle, but without enough 
money, he enlists in Belcore’s regiment for a volunteer 
bonus. Meanwhile, the village girls have heard that 
Nemorino’s rich uncle has died and le� his nephew a 
fortune. Besieged by them, Nemorino interprets their 
interest as proof that the elixir is taking effect. Adina, 
realizing her true feelings, buys Nemorino’s contract 
from the army and confesses her love to him, and the 
two are happily united.

donizetti

L’ELISIR D’AMORE
sat, feb ��

conductor
domingo hindoyan

production
bartlett sher

set designer 
michael yeargan

costume designer
catherine zuber

lighting designer
jennifer tipton

revival stage director
gina lapinski

live in hd director
matthew diamond 

live in hd host
susanna phillips

adina
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coming soon

puccini
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mar ��
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luisa miller 
apr ��

massenet
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apr ��

members get more

Show your love for  
The Met: Live in HD  
by becoming a member 
today! To join, visit 
metopera.org/hdmember 
or call 1.800.MET.OPERA. 
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ACT I Italy, 1836. Nemorino, a young villager, is trying 
to win the love of the beautiful farm owner Adina. He 
is disconcerted by the arrival of Sergeant Belcore, who 
immediately begins flirting with Adina and asks her 
to marry him. Dulcamara, a traveling purveyor of 
medicines, arrives in town advertising a magic cure-all 
potion. Nemorino uses all of his money to buy a love 
potion—in fact, a simple bottle of Bordeaux—that 
Dulcamara guarantees will win the lady’s heart within 
a day. Nemorino quickly downs the bottle and, feeling 
the effect of the “potion,” is so certain he will be irre-
sistible to Adina that he feigns indifference. Surprised 
and hurt by his behavior, Adina agrees to marry Belcore 
at once.

i n t e r m i s s i o n

ACT II At the pre-wedding feast, Adina refuses to sign 
the marriage contract as long as Nemorino is not 
present. He has decided that to speed the effects of 
the elixir he needs a second bottle, but without enough 
money, he enlists in Belcore’s regiment for a volunteer 
bonus. Meanwhile, the village girls have heard that 
Nemorino’s rich uncle has died and le� his nephew a 
fortune. Besieged by them, Nemorino interprets their 
interest as proof that the elixir is taking effect. Adina, 
realizing her true feelings, buys Nemorino’s contract 
from the army and confesses her love to him, and the 
two are happily united.

donizetti

L’ELISIR D’AMORE
sat, feb ��

conductor
domingo hindoyan

production
bartlett sher

set designer 
michael yeargan

costume designer
catherine zuber

lighting designer
jennifer tipton

revival stage director
gina lapinski

live in hd director
matthew diamond 

live in hd host
susanna phillips

adina
pretty yende

nemorino
matthew polenzani

belcore
davide luciano

dulcamara
ildebrando 
d’arcangelo

coming soon

puccini
la bohème 
feb ��

rossini
semiramide 
mar ��
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così fan tutte 
mar ��

verdi
luisa miller 
apr ��

massenet
cendrillon
apr ��

members get more

Show your love for  
The Met: Live in HD  
by becoming a member 
today! To join, visit 
metopera.org/hdmember 
or call 1.800.MET.OPERA. 
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ACT I Italy, 1836. Nemorino, a young villager, is trying 
to win the love of the beautiful farm owner Adina. He 
is disconcerted by the arrival of Sergeant Belcore, who 
immediately begins flirting with Adina and asks her 
to marry him. Dulcamara, a traveling purveyor of 
medicines, arrives in town advertising a magic cure-all 
potion. Nemorino uses all of his money to buy a love 
potion—in fact, a simple bottle of Bordeaux—that 
Dulcamara guarantees will win the lady’s heart within 
a day. Nemorino quickly downs the bottle and, feeling 
the effect of the “potion,” is so certain he will be irre-
sistible to Adina that he feigns indifference. Surprised 
and hurt by his behavior, Adina agrees to marry Belcore 
at once.

i n t e r m i s s i o n

ACT II At the pre-wedding feast, Adina refuses to sign 
the marriage contract as long as Nemorino is not 
present. He has decided that to speed the effects of 
the elixir he needs a second bottle, but without enough 
money, he enlists in Belcore’s regiment for a volunteer 
bonus. Meanwhile, the village girls have heard that 
Nemorino’s rich uncle has died and le� his nephew a 
fortune. Besieged by them, Nemorino interprets their 
interest as proof that the elixir is taking effect. Adina, 
realizing her true feelings, buys Nemorino’s contract 
from the army and confesses her love to him, and the 
two are happily united.

donizetti

L’ELISIR D’AMORE
sat, feb ��

conductor
domingo hindoyan

production
bartlett sher

set designer 
michael yeargan

costume designer
catherine zuber

lighting designer
jennifer tipton

revival stage director
gina lapinski

live in hd director
matthew diamond 

live in hd host
susanna phillips

adina
pretty yende

nemorino
matthew polenzani

belcore
davide luciano

dulcamara
ildebrando 
d’arcangelo

coming soon

puccini
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members get more

Show your love for  
The Met: Live in HD  
by becoming a member 
today! To join, visit 
metopera.org/hdmember 
or call 1.800.MET.OPERA. 
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act i A luxurious mansion. Before a fancy party, 
some servants inexplicably leave the de Nobile mansion. 
While the guests enjoy the meal, the rest of the servants, 
except the butler Julio, escape the house. When it is 
time to depart, the guests feel no motivation to go 
home and instead make themselves comfortable for 
the night. 

act ii � e Doctor examines Russell, who is dying. 
Still, no one can exit the room. Julio arrives with 
breakfast. Leticia entreats the butler not to enter the 
drawing room, but he too becomes trapped. � e guests 
begin to panic. During the night, Russell dies.

i n t e r m i s s i o n 

act iii A crowd of people have gathered outside, 
but nobody is able to enter the house. Inside, Julio 
and Raúl burst a pipe for water. Everyone becomes 
increasingly irrational. Eduardo and Beatriz take their 
own lives. � e guests believe that a sacrifi ce is needed 
to secure their liberation. Suddenly, Leticia realizes 
that everyone is in exactly the same place as when their 
captivity began. � ey repeat their actions from that 
fi rst night and are ultimately able to escape, but their 
freedom will not last long.

A co-commission and co-production of the Metropolitan Opera; 
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden; Royal Danish � eatre; and 
Salzburg Festival

Production a gi�  of Robert L. Turner

Additional funding from � e H.M. Agnes Hsu-Tang, PhD. and Oscar 
Tang Endowment Fund, and American Express

thomas adès / libretto by tom cairns

THE EXTERMINATING ANGEL
MET-PREMIERE PRODUCTION

sat, nov ��

conductor
thomas adès  

production
tom cairns

set and costume designer
hildegard bechtler

lighting designer
jon clark

projection designer
tal yarden

choreographer
amir hosseinpour

live in hd host
susan graham

live in hd director
gary halvorson

leticia maynar
audrey luna

lucía de nobile
amanda echalaz

silvia de ávila
sally matthews

beatriz
sophie bevan

leonora palma
alice coote

blanca delgado
christine rice

francisco de ávila 
iestyn davies

edmundo de nobile
joseph kaiser

raúl yebenes 
frédéric antoun

eduardo
david portillo

col. álvaro gómez
david adam moore

alberto roc
rod gilfry

señor russell
kevin burdette

julio
christian van horn

dr. carlos conde
sir john tomlinson
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Show your love for 
The Met: Live in HD 
by becoming a member 
today! To join, visit 
metopera.org/hdmember 
or call 1.800.MET.OPERA. 

SAT, MAR 3
RUNNING TIME: 2 hours 29 minutes


